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Ii:TRCJDUCTION 

"'.le knoVJ that we do not know what any given 

heart v:ill do in pregnancy or labor until it has done 

it." Kellogg (40) made this stateinent in 1917, and now, 

as then, it is strikingly true. As early as 1878 

Macdonald (46) stated that deaths of cardiac patients 

during pregnancy and deli very were due to the "Crar1ping 

effects of a too rigid specialism, thus concentrating 

the attention of the obstetrical practitioner exclusively 

upon natters purely obstetrical and gynecological ••• 

As every VJOiaan has not only a uterus and ovaries, but 

also a liver, heart, lunes, kidneys, etc., it is the 

first duty of every obstetrician to J.:,iake sure t~1at he is 

a physician in the first instance, and an obstetrician 

only in the second place." I v1ill attenpt to present 

observations related by obstetricians a~d cardiologists 

--and surely today no one attempts to form opinions on 

the subject unless he feels hi:nself to be both. 

The materio.l will be discuss8d under several 

~ifferent headi~gs, although these headings cannot be 

considered as separated one from anotller. The load 

carried by any heart in ]Jregnancy will first be talrnn up, 

but in so doing I realize how inadequate and inconclusive 

the information on this phase of the subject is at the 
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present tiLe. Such a discussion is neccssury in order 

to show the effect of rhewaatic heart disease on 

pregnancy; c._md, conversely, pr·egnancy on rheurr1atic 

heart disease. I will next su1n.r:i'1rize the available 

data vd th reGard to the L cidence of rheumatic heart 

disease in pregnancy and the diagnosis thereof. I will 

then revieD the various methods thtit have been suggested 

for classifying this concli tion, and in 'Nhat manner 

these classifications may apply to prognosis. The 

complications of this disease and the resulting nortality 

will be presented, as well as tne outstanding viewpoints 

for management of such a pregnancy and labor. All 

authors apparently agree on the uncertainty v1hich is 

attached to every case, and I:iost certainly this is a 

subject about ·,'Jhich no hard and fast rules can be 

presented. ~as there ever a patient so afflicted whose 

signs, s;/rn.ptoris, or pathology really corres:)onded to 

another? 

As will be shown by the incidence 01· rheUI:J.atic 

heart disease, by far the greate:::;t nunbsr of' heart cases 

encountered in pregnancy are of rhewrratic origin. Con

sequently, in this paper, as in the majority of literature, 

unless otherwise stated "heart disease" refers to 

"rheumatic heart disease". 

The history of the develop~ent of this subject 
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will be discussed briefly under the different arbitrary 

headings just uentioned. 

I would lilce to mention here a fe-w o:t' the nen 

\vho early had a r;rofound influence on the subject. "''any 

accepted maxims were b~~sed only on the impressions of 

the early authors, and findi ~g their vmy into the li tera

ture they were sir.1ply copied from. paper to paper. 

Regardless, hardly a paper has been written on this sub

ject from 1878 until 1918, and even to the; present tin.e, 

that reference has not been raade to Angus :,=acdonald ( 46) 

of .:..;diEburgh who in 1878 published a description of 29 

pregnant wor:1en v1ith severe heart disease. Eis v1ork 

literally governed the subject until :,:ackenzie ( 49) in 

1918 published naterial b2sed on 35 years or study. In 

the ~rieantL~e, hm'Jever, ( 1907) , Hicks and :;:crench ( 33) 

published t:-:eir conclusions based on 300 cases of 

rheumatic heart disease \'Jhich they had observed; but 

these conc~usions were with regard to the likeiihood of 

sterility, tendency to abort, etc., which after all were 

or no aic in tha really ii:1p0rtant issue--the mans.gerilent 

oi' such patients during pregnancy and delivery. F&rclc:ie 

( 60) in 1922 vms the first to recognize t'-;e il~1portJ.nce 

or classifying patients by their functional capacity 

rc:.ther t.:--~a.1.1 by vo..lvular :'~efocts, that thereby certain 
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It is cenerally asstr:·,ed t.L::.t t::1e '.'iOrk of' the 

heart is iric:,·eased during pregnancy, but it is much 

easier to accept this assunption than to (jxpla.ir it~ 

causes. T110 observe.tions support this: ( 1) vwmen 

vii th apparently norr:ml hearts r.iay, C.uring pregnancy, 

develori syn:ptor1s and signs of cardiac distress, and 

(2) cardiac distress frou any cause nay be promptly 

relieved by delivery. "There is little agreement on 

tJ·e natu:::-e of the mechanism which causes this incrGase 

in cardiac iJO:rh:, or the nanner in \;hich the hoc,rt 

meets the increased demands, or upon the effect Tihich 

these ch<:cne:;es b:.ve upon the heart." ( 39) 

.i:·~ ereat deal of infor~·.&tion about 

available in the literature of the last 20 years, 

but it is sccittered and often contradictory. A fairly 

cor:iplete survey is necessary to arrive at any prE~ctical 

conclusions. 

In ig;>,i l~ackenzie ( 48) cri ticizec1 the attitude 

of the obstetricians tov1ard modern cardiology in their 

apr1ar Et disinterest toward the re.-ction of the nor:n.al 

heart in norrn.al pregnancies, i;1hicb, as Carr~1el toft ( 29) 

pointed out, is certc.inly necessary l
•y, 

u orcJer to account 

for the heart action in the v~rious diseases of pregnancy. 
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Some of the factors considered i~ the 

exr1lanation of' hu:,' cardiac vwrk is inc1 eased during 

pregnancy are the general increase in body wei~ht; 

the effect of the mechanical pressure of the growing 

uterus; the changes in res1Jiratory voll.1Lc1c;s, po.rticularly 

the vital capacity; the caloric denand~1 of the growing 

ovum; inc: ease in vascule.r resistance caused b;,- the 

grovdnt; uterus; chan,:::es in the :peripheral vessels caused 

by pregnancy; increase in metabolisra; and increase in 

blood volum_e. 

There certainly can bo no disafreenent that the 

heart of the pree;nant vJOnan must meet the circulatory 

needs of tvJO orcanisms instead of one; and it is cor1I:1on

place to say t:tat this situation nust increase tl-1e 1;;ork 

of' the heart. Gar;i:el to ft ( 29) asks the question, "How 

does the circulatory systec of the mother, especially 

the heart, react toviarll the nmv task, the increased ',rnrk, 

with which it is encumbered durir:g pre:-::gnancy?" 

Burwell in 1936 repo:~ted a rather complete 

account of studies he and his assocL tes m::.ide on the 

circulatory adjustments to pregnancy. He related that 

these changes are due nainly to two Eechanical altera

tions in the circulation of prer,nant wonen. une of 

these mechanical changes is the obstruction offered by 

the enlargine; uterus to the return of blooci from the 
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lees. 'l'he other is the developrH::nt o:." nev1 channels 

in the placenta which conduct a large current of blood 

from the arterial system through the lJlacenta into the 

venous system. This new circulation leads the blood 

from arteries to veins without the interposition of 

arterioles or capillaries. Burwell conpared. the burden 

·which pregnancy imposes upon tho heart GS similar to 

the burden ire.posed by an arteriovenous fistula of con

siderable size -- the heart nay be overburdened by the 

necessity of adjustment to such an arteriovenous leak. 

These changes in the circulation of the pregnant vwnan 

are present "when she is at vJOrk and. when she is clt 

rest -- at night as v;ell as by day". Ahen slle lies at 

bodily rest as com_,lete as she can aake it he1° heart 

does more than that of' a non-pregnant c:JOI 1an, ancl ':ihen 

she exerts herself, the heart rate and the cardiac 

output inCJease in proportion to her effort more than 

tl:.ey would on similar Vi Ork by a non-pregnant wonan. ( D) 

Smith's vwrk publishod in 1922 ( 73) indicated, however, 

that the reserve of the heart is so great that such 

normal wonen or those vii th nild invol veaent of rheumatic 

heart disease go through pregnancy vvithout ever comine 

near the edge of their reserve and., therefore, '.'Ji thout 

developing symptoms of cardiac failure. Inc,eased 

cardiac work is a necessary consequel1ce of IJrecnancy, and 

whenever the total load beCOLles greater than a given 
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heart can carry effeciently (as may happen in valvular 

disease), then s:.!LlJtoms appear, or the limit nay be 

reached. 

;Stander in 1932 (74) and Danforth in 1938 (17) 

me sured the cardiac output in test aniT11als ancl in wor· 1.en 

durinc; pregnancy, and found that the amount of v10rk 

done by the heart increased frorn the fourth rnonth of 

pregnancy, until at term about 50% more work was done 

than in the non-pregnant state. Stander found that 

the work of the heart reaches normal about three weeks 

after deli very. ',fhi te ( 86) in 1934 estimated that the 

work of the heart is about 25% greater during pregnancy 

than during the puerperium. 

The inc~ease i11 weight during pregnancy seems 

such an obvious cause of increase in carcliac work tt.at 

little attention has been paid to it. \et, as early 

as 1871, James Young (92) wrote that the increased 

physical load of pregnancy must inc:rease the vvork of' the 

heart simply by increasing the viOrk of the ~:mscles of 

locomotion. 

Instead of being generally distributed over the 

body, however, the gain in weight is so largely localized 

that certain postural difficulties are the; resu..Lt, 

vvhich further increase the work of the heart. Two 
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observations oade by Jensen (39) indicate ttat the 

load which the incr ase in weight places on the Leart 

is not the important cause of cardiac enbarrassment: 

( 1) There seei::J.S to be an increase in cardiac output long 

before the increase in weight can make itself felt, 

and cases ·were recorded by Liiller ( 55) in which preg

aant women with heart failure have been relieved of 

their syraptoms folloVJing the death of the fetus, though 

the latter was not expelled for sone tirIB afterward. 

In 1939 Clahr, Greenstein and Klein (13) 

found that there was an increase in the minute volume 

of the heart fro:ra a minimum of 15~b to a maximu..111 of 74;b 

from the fourth month of gestation onward. In the sarne 

year, Ifoares ( 54) reported the minute volune of t.r~e 

heart increased by 607;;, and, previous to this, in 1936 

Burwell ( 7) related an inc:·ease of 40-50/b above the 

usual normal figure. This one might expect to be 

sirn.ilar in degree tc the rise in oxygen consUii1ption, 

but they found it to be considere.bly greater. 

Nothing would be gained by discussing the 

change of the basal metabolic rate and its effects to 

increase the load of the heart, due to the fact that 

so cany different opinions as to met~ods of testing and 

interpretation of results have appeared that it would 
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only be confusing to attempt to reviev1 t~ ese. The 

recent literature probably indicates that there is an 

increase in oxygen consur:J.ption vvhich e:;cceeds the 

basal metabolic r0.te to soille extent. 

Eany authors, including Garnmeltoft (29); 

\!hi te ( 85) ; Clahr, Greenstein and Klein { 13) ; Darchinan 

and Kornfeld ( 19) ; Rowntree and Keith ( 55) ; and, 

according to Burvvell, Tho1;1son, Hirsheimer, Gibson and 

Evans (7) have reported an increase in the total 

volune of blood in the body during pregnancy. This, 

according to the vvork of the latter four rn.en, rose to 

an average of 24%. As Jaschke (36) pointed out the 

methods of directly experimenting vii th such are not 

feasible in hru•1an beings, and the indirect aethods 

which have been developed all suffer from serious 

defects. The available evidence from the various 

metl,ods devised for such testing nevertheless indicates 

that toward the end of preganacy the heart has to carry 

a load of circulating blood which is 400 to 1200 cc. 

greater than in Ghe non-pregnant state. According to 

Jensen, only Koch and Jakabitz did not find an increase 

in blood volume in pre,snancy and their figures are 

disproportionately low. (39) 

A discussion of the load ~hich any heart 

carries during pregnancy would not be complete without 
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mentioninc the respoilse of the heart to this load, 

namely, whether or not cardiac hypertrophy and 

dilatation do occur. Speculations were ~ide on this 

subject over a century ago. The )roblen 1vc._s called 

"barren and academic" b~ Mackenzie (49) in 1908, but 

it has nevertheless continued to be the subject of 

discussion. 

In H378 Liacdonald ( 46) stated the.t confusion 

existed as to whether or not the heart actually hyper

trophied during pregnancy, but partly by force of single 

personal observation and partly because "so many 

observers could not be misled" he accepted a slight 

cardiac hypertrophy. 

In 1907 Breed (5) related that it is "still 

a matter of argu .. -rnent if the heart hypertrophies during 

pregnancy.rr 

In recent years by the aid of electrocardio

graphy anQ roentgenography as well as more available 

postmorter:i material the re :-cults shoulO. be more c onclu

sive; regardless, as with the majority of phases of this 

subject, there is a sreat diversity of opinion. In 1938 

Jensen (39) wrote that the subject "needs amplifica

tion b~ means of more recent and plentiful rm terial". 

t:eares in 1939 (54) maintained that electrocardio

graphic examinations have shown that the left side 
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of the heart does undergo relative hypertrophy curing 

the first 6 months compensated by a relative hypertrophy 

of the right side of the heart in the last 3 months. 

Probably on the right side there is also some degree 

of' dilatation. 

The conclusion which is bo.sed on modern liter-

ature is that the heart does increase in size as preg

nancy advances. Grumneltoft (29) goes so far 2s to say 

that this is specifically a result of the increcsed total 

amount of blooc~ '~.nd increased minute volurr_e. The 

only men denying this are ~.lilson and Herrmann ( 90), 

Smith (73), !Jackenzie, and, according to him, Stengel 

and Stanton (49). 

The consensus of opinion seems to be that 

cardiac output is increased. during pregnancy, that 25% 

to 50% more work is done by the heart in the pregnant 

than the non-pregnant state, that there is an increase 

in the minute volw~e of the heart, that there is a rise 

in the basal metabolic rate, ant th&t there is an 

inc}ease in the total volwne of blood to about 

over the usual volu..~e. 
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L;CIDEECE 

Rheumatic heart disease is prevalent in cen

tral, northern anc1 v1estern J:!;urope including northern 

Italy. In the United States it prevails in the damp 

cold areas oi' the .Sast, and is much less con'TI.on in the 

arid, 'Narm areas of the southvvest. Harrison and Levine 

(45) found the incidence relatively loVJ in the middle 

west, and Hanley (34) and Hamilton (33) found it very 

low in '.Jouthern California. It is rare in Australia and 

South America. 

Rheumatic heart disease is not notifiable. 

For tl1is reason its incidence among childbearing '.'JOrnen 

is not absolutely known but must be estimated from the 

incidence of rheurna tic heart disease among potential 

nothers, wonen of c~ildbearing age - so far as can be 

ascertained - and frm11 the recorded experience of various 

clinics and districts. 

Jensen (38) in 1936 studied the incidence of 

rhe.urnatic heart disease and fciuncl that all available 

data falls into three groups. By anaton;ical examination, 

the highest incidence, 67'~ to g~;, was found. An inci

dence of between 27b and 35'0 was founc:, by most of the 

n:ethods based oh sinple physical examinations. The 

lowest incidence, less than 1%, is indicated by statis

tical evidence. The anatonical lesio11s are uo ;:.:;t likely 
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to ~e scientifically correct, but in a high percentage 

of these cases the lesions did not contribute to the 

death of the patient. By physical examinations of 

large numbers of persons functional murmurs May easily 

be mistaken for organic heart disease. Probably the 

statistical Eethods, indirect though they l!lay be, come 

closer to the truth and the incidence of rheumatic 

heart disease among white vvomen of childbearing age in 

this country is ass1.u:,~ed to be between 0.6 and 1.07~. 

i-Iowever, the incidence varies markedly in the various 

sections of the country. From a practical point of 

view, the obstetrician ;;1ould restrict the term 

"rheum.a tic heart di see:'. SO to conditions v1hich may 

become dangerous to childbirth".(39) 

Roughly speaking, two viev1s are held ree;ard

ing the seriousness of pregnancy in the cardiac patient. 

Those with a favorable experience tend to optimism, 

vvhile those viho have witnessed the catastro1)hies of the 

cmnplication lean to the opposite view. The attempts 

to test these views by statistical methods have caused 

a great deal of argument. To understand the reason for 

this difference of opinion, it is necessary to go back 

some sixty years. 

Augus I,.lacdonald ( 47) in 1878 was the first 

author to call attention to heart disease in pregnancy. 
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He reported 29 cases which he had either observed or 

collected. These early series of cases contained 

only very sick patients and the death rate was 

appalling• }Tor instance, kacdonald ( 47) and Hart ( 35) 

reported a rr1ortali ty of 6Mb and 607; respectively. 

These early aut'1ors based their conclusions on series 

of case:3 of advanced heart dL=iease and applied then to 

heart disease in general. In the analysis of statis

tical resu.l ts it is necessary always to be on guard 

ae:;ainst such unfair sampling. 

In 1888 Fry ( 28) stated that but one of tvrn 

excuses coulcl. justify the indifference to the subject of 

heart disease in pregnancy. He believed that either 

there did not exist any special indication for the 

treatment of this co.:::1plication, or it was of such rare 

occurrence the. t cases shouli'.t be ol3.ssed "ar110ng the 

curiosities of one's obstetrical experience". 

About the beginning of the 20th century, the 

death rate cane to be computed, not on the basis of a 

few accidentally collected severe cases, but on the 

total nmrrber of cardiac patients 'iii thin a ci ven group 

of pregnant vJ01;1en. ( 83) The results now beco:ri1e more 

favorable. 

In Germany the met"cod of collecting statis

tics from hospital records reached its climax with the 
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·works of Fellner in 1901 and Jaschke in 1910. ( 36) 

"But experience is fallacious and judgment difficult".(39) 

Unfortunately, criticism did not stop at metLodical errors 

but discredited the ~hole principle of statistics. 

Soon it became a standing phrase that each case must be 

judged individually - whereupon the authors eenerally 

proceeded to analyze their data by the very statistical 

methods which they had just denounced. 

The best defense of statistics in the study 

of heart disease in pregnancy vms 3::::ade by Kellogg in 

1917.(40) In general, as soon as the existence of a 

relation between two factors is doubtful, it becones 

a proper subject for statistical analysis; without 

this, stateL1ents can be based only on impressions and 

"feelings". The literature on obstetrical cardiology 

is filled ~1.Ji th such unsupported opinions. 

"Statistics are no substitute for clinical 

experience :::md mature judgment, but they do express the 

essence of accur:mlated experience, and :o s such are a 

guide for the clinician." (40) 

In 1923, Hmnilton of Boston (33) reported the 

incidence of rhe1L11atic heart disease as 1%, vvhich vms 

the same as Campbell's report.(9) Daly (16) in 1924 

reported 2.8%. In Carr and Haiuilton's series (11) in 

1933 of 45,069 deliveries they found 1.11% of these 
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patients to have seriously d::::.maged hearts of v1hich 

94.45~ were of rheurnatic ori8in. Reis (64) reported 

that 1.137; of all the patients delivered at :Iicbeal 

Heese Hospital :t'ron 1930-1935 suffered fron rheumatic 

heart disease. The literature indicates that in the 

past two years the incidence is again being reported 

as slightly higher, althouch the geogra1;hic distribu

tion of the diseo.se must be taken into consideration. 

r'.,Ieares of Australia ( 54) re1)orted the incidence as 1%. 

Of 14,009 pregnancies (1932-1937) reported by Stander 

( 76) at the NeVJ York Lying-In Hospital, 3>b were compli

cated by rheumatic heart disease. Of 2,200 cases at the 

St. Louis City Hospital Jensen (39) found an incidence of 

1.865~. Four per cent was reported by Gulick ( 32) of 

New Jersey for the sume period of years, and King (43) 

of Ohio reported the incidence as 1% in 1939. Conclusive 

data is not available for 1:lestern United States. 

In conclusion it may be said t.!:lat the Dethods 

for deteriilining the incidence of rheu.."Uatic heart disease 

are, as yet, inadequate but it is probably between O. 67b 

and 1. O~h among white wor;1en of chilrlbearing age in this 

country. It is his;her in darnp, cold areas, and conpara

ti vely rare in warm cli:mtes. 
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T1ili RELATION O:? RE2:U!:iATIC FEV.:i:R TO Ri!:AHT DIS.J.:.,:\~3E 

The eventual succefs of the attack which is be

ing inauguarated in this country against rheUJ1i.atic fever 

is the most important measure to wipe out almost in its 

entirety the problem of heart disease in pregnancy.(84) 

From the point of viev1 of prophylaxis, we must begin 

in early life. The adolescent is particularly susceptible 

to the rheumatic virus, and her health should be care

fully supervised, in an effort to prevent rheumatic 

fever, chorea, tonsillitis, and their conplications. The 

prevention of rheur.mtic disease by tonsillectomy is quite 

a debatable question. Schw:ian (69) in 1935 urged that 

the operation be done routinely in very youn§; children. 

Better hygiene among the poor is necessary before a 

reduction in heart disease may be expected. \!hen one 

considers the nTu.~erous specialists concerned from the 

beginnine; to the end of this great problem, the 

pediatrician, the hygienist, the general practitioner, 

the internist, the cardiologist, the anaesthetist, 

and the obstetrician, one begins to realize the 

tremendous scope. It is ohly by the perfect cooperation 

between these various branches and by careful l' esearch 

into every aspect of this problem, "that we can hope to 

reduce the great toll of lives sacrificed on the alter 
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of motherhood by reason of a diseased heart".(69) 

There can be no doubt that acute rhemnatisra 

is the result of an infection, though bacteriologists 

are not agreed as to the identity of the infective agent. 

The L1fection may attack the joints, giving rise to 

acute articulc:.r rhol.L.uatism; it may attack the nervous 

system producing chorea; often it attacks the heart, 

affecting valves, muscle, and pericardilL11. In older 

literature rheur11atic cardi tis was desc:L·ibed as a com

plication of acute articular rheuinatism. or chora; but 

Brar1well and Longson (4) in 1938 suggested that it be 

regarded as a collateral :nanifestation. They stated, 

contrary to comm.on belief, that in chronic rheur:iatic 

heart disease, a history of repeated att~cks of 

rhew:natic fe _rer does not add to the gravity of the 

prOGilOSis. 

Eitral stenosis is by far the cormnonest 

val vulr ... r lesion of rheumatic invol vernent. In Bra;::,.v1ell' s 

293 cases (3) of mitral stenosis, this lesion was present 

alone in 260 and in combination vvi th other valvular 

lesions in 33. 

Not infrequently, it is discovered in the course 

of a routine examination, in patients ·who previously had 

been unaware of any cardiac disability. Of 106 patients 

from 1923 to 1925 in the cardiac clinic of Lying-In 
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i-... ospi tal in :;evJ York 64 vrnre dia1:;nosed as mi tral 

stenosis, 29 mitral insufficiency, and 11 aortic 

insufficiency and mitral stenosis of rheumatic origin. 

Ninety-eight per cent of the cardiac patients in this 

series were traced and ~.'OU11(l to be rheunatic in origin. 

In a similar series of 102 cases referred to 

the cardiac clinic of Massachusetts General Hospital 

from the Boston Lyinc-In Hospital (1920-1922), Breed (5) 

and ::hi te ( 85) found 68% to be mi tral stenos is, lVih 

mitral stenosis 2nd aortic insufficiency, 9% mitral 

involvement without demonstrable stenosis, 2% mitral 

stenos is with aortic regurgitation and stenos is, c:rnd 

27b non rheu_-rnatic ih origin. 

·.lhite (85) in 1931 stated that "The larse 

majority of pregnant women with real heart disease have 

chronic rheTu'natic valvular defects, mostly mitral 

disease with more o:r less stenosis". He found only 

about 4~~ to be cone;enital defects, luetic aortitis, 

hypertensiori, subac ute bc:~cterial endocardi tis, ai-1d 

thyrotoxicosis; the rer:;ainder beinf; rhem:.c,:tic in 

origin. The -oer ioc;_ o~ life dur.'.ng ·which a woT~an rnay 

bec02·1e pregnant is also the period c:.urinc '.ll1ich 

rheumatic heart diseese runs its course. Dr. Eeil.:.aus 

(57) reported thst it is responsible for ~t least 90~ 

of' the 11eart d. isease complicatinc pregnancy. 
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Llitral stenosis is recoenized as a da~ger-

ous conwlication in prGe_:~nancy. '.:...ir Ja;11es 1-Iackenzie ( 49) 

studied the subj0ct to see if he could ascertain the 

reason for the danger and published his work in 1918. 

He began with cases f:;uffc:;ring from rheum.a tic fever, 

watched th01: for· ~'ears, anc'.:. faun:~ thut after an attack 

of rhewnatic fever there was never evidence o:f.' mi tral 
• 

stenosis at the beginning. 'i1he s:n::.pto:::s of stenosis 

never appeared until years aft2r the c~ar:ue;e was done 

by ths rheumatic feve::.1
• The reason is t:1at t' ere first 

occurs an ulceration of the mitral valves ~hich heal3 by 

cicatrization, arni it i~; the ffmount of d:ri':ige Caris to 

the valve that constitutes the danger. If tne case is 

a severe one nn( cicatrization occurs rapidly, the 

murnur o~· mitral stenosis appears within a year or two 

of tho causative attack of rheumatic fever, but at first 

there is no pI'esystolic uurnmr, though there eay be a 

sy:itolic · ur:nur. The 1'irst sign of tte presenc,3 01· 

mitral stenosis is a thrill before the apex beat. 

Later· there appears G short pre systolic nrnruur, not 

always present; then, as tha disease procresses and the 

narrowing beco'.~es greater, the lire systolic murr:mr beco::r1es 

long and persistent. '.:hon the narrowine; becO'"~es still 

more advanced, the~e appears, in ad~ition to the pre-

systolic murr:ur, a diastolic murmur. The pre systolic 
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murnur i:_- du:.; to the obstructio~1 a-·~ the mi t:cal orif'iee 

~urin~ auriculnr systole as the blooC passes into the 

ventricle. rrhe diastolic murr;i.ur is clu:::: to t~rn fact ths.t 

the blood accm:ulates in the auricle ciu.rin.c::: ventricul2,r 

s~stole ana ~he rush or ~loo~ into the ventricle at 

the en:J o:'.: vent:::·icular systole causes t'>.e murr:mr. 

Therefore, in a patient with a short presystolic 

murmur, there is only a small ':~ec:ree of s-ceiwsi::>, and 

;.;i th a long presystolic murnur there is a ,zreater degree 

of stenos is. Consequently, v1hen a v1onan presents herself 

'iJho twenty years before had rheur:iatic fever, and tte::'e 

is a short pre systolic nurr.rnr, the procnosis 

because a long perioC has supervened since the causative 

att;:;ck of rhe1Ki.atic fever, c..ncl tho stenosis is slieht 

in dec;ree and the c ica triza ti on is slmv. Conversely, if 

the patient has a lone; :presystolic nur1.~tn1 , anc''. in a:~_c_::_ ticn 

a diastolic nurnur, then the stenos is l:~as beco~:;e very 

great. (48) 

By way of conclusion, it ~ay be stated that 

fror~ 905b to 98)b of all heart dL~ease encountered in 

pregnant women is rhelUn.atic in origin. This is rnainly 

mitral stenosis. These natients may or Lay not have been 

aviare of any cardiac diss.bili ty. 
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physiciun for t~o reasons: either bec&use o~ the sub-

jective syr.::.ptous of dyspne:.:;_, :palpit2.tim1, futicue, etc.; 

or becmuse o:f' the~ pre~ence of cardi2c enlarf:er:ieLt, mur-

murs o:.'.' one sort or another, tachycardia or arrh~rtlu ;ia. 

'l111ese may be sicns found in routi:1e exaraination of the 

c::·est,which abnorr::c.lities nay or a:· not be associated 

with subjective s::rr1ptoms. SacY" o~· the~:e c:,ses rr~ust 

first be clcssified either as one of organic heart 

disease, or as one having a nornal heart in ths presence 

of effort syndrrn.£, irritable heart, or neurasthenia. 

A clear histor:· o:· rheumr::tic fever or chorea in the 

past shoulC:L ~-i.ake one very su;3piciorn:; o:L' heart disease 

because of the lar[e percentage of such inGividuals 

with cardiac da::cage. 

Sy,· 0ptor:;.atolo[y alone does not help, since 

t>e~e are no pathoenmn.onic syTJ.pto~:l'.3 of heart disease. 

Dyspnea, precardial pain, and pal pi tat ion r:ay all 

occur in an effort syndrome or other coli~itions not 

true he2,rt dj_sease. Definite pathognomonic si2:ns should 

be searc~ed for: (1) cardiac enlarcenent, {2) dia-

stolic murmur heard anywhere over the precordiurn. (mitral 

stenosis or aortic regurgitation), (3) a loud systolic 

rmrnur at the apex mas:king the f irE;t sound {mi tr al 
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regurcitation), or (4:) auricular f'ib:;:ilJation.(5) 

In diagnosing rhem;iatic heart diset,se in 

precnancy, Jensen (37) regards (1) a history of 

rheumatic fever as sue,.esti ve, ( 2) that dyspnea, 

tachycardia, and eder:ia n~ay be produced by pregnancy 

but in the presence of heart disease tiey indicate 

that a dar:mged heart is becoming embarrassed, (3) that 

cardiac enlare;ement is of diagnostic value only when 

definite and (4) a presystolic murmur at the ar>ex or 

a diastolic mur~ur over the aortic area are of posi

tive diagnostic importance. 

Niehaus (57) stated that in general, the 

de('.;ree of heart enlarzement ,n1d the decree of cardiac 

defic:Lency are closely parallel. In rhewiiatic heart 

disease the cardiac silhouette must be scanned for 

changes in shape. The enlargement is not generalized 

early in its course. Earrison (34) pointed out that 

the large heart is an inefficient heart, while Levine 

'.·rote:• "The lare;er tl~e heart the other thin[:;S being 

eq_ual:1 the poorer the pro,snosis". (45) 
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CL.:',cSIE'IC).'rrur ~'\IJD I'11 ~, VALU::; IX PROGLCSIS 

Cany attempts have been maQe to set up 

standards 1Nhereby procnosis could be guided. TheI'e has 

been much discussion as to whether the prognosis should 

be based upon the structurel chance in the heart or 

upon its functional capacity. La:c1b (44) and Jensen (39) 

used fw1ctional cla::.1sification as one of the r:iany 

factors in the prognosis. It is true that this Dro

cedure is not perfect, for it neglects the iE1portance 

of certain structural and functional cl~anges in prognosis, 

and it does not allow for the effect which pregnancy 

itself may have on the functional state. As early as 

1894, Sears (71) suggested a prognostic classification 

based on the functional ability of the patient. 

Sh1ilar cle.ssifications have been used by otters, but 

the first syste= to fain wide acceptance was the one 

which Pardee proposed in 1922.(60) It was fundamentally 

the classification proposed b: the American Heart 

Association a few years later but vms modified by the 

effect o: pregnancy and the response to a certain effort 

(dumb bell sv1iriging) • 

The subjective complaints of the p&tient 'S she 

[;oes about her orclinu_ry life, ;c,nd the subjective reactions 

to a test exercise performed ::it the tirie of her visit to 
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the physician are used for the crouping. Pardee 

ascertains the patient's symptons when vvalkinc, house 

cleaninf', and cliribing stairs to find hon nuch she is 

restricted in her activities by the appearance of 

shortness of breath or palpitation. He then has her 

exercise, standing with feet senarated and swinging a 

ten pound dur;:1bbell held in both hands from over her head 

to as near to the floor as she can conveniently reach, 

repeating each movement about once every two seconds. 

This swing can usually be repeated twenty times without 

difficulty, but the patient is carefully watched, and 

stopped if there is Dsrked flushinc or evident dyspnea 

or distress. 

Pardee found. that a norrr:al pregnant woLan 

could swing a ten pound drnnbbell tvventy tir:.es with out 

distress and with only a slight sense of breathlessness. 

There should be only slight abjective dyspnea, an 

acceleration of the pulse to a rate of 120 a minute or 

less, an;.\. b:r the enc~ of one rninute the respiration should 

be normal ano_ the pulse nearly so, the pulse returning 

~uite to its normal level at the end of two minuteso 

If 20 swings of' a 10 pound weight causes evident dis

tress, as shown by flushing or an anxious facies, vvi th 

marked dys1mea and a pulse rate of' 150 a minute, and 

if the dyspnea and pulse acceleration last more than a 
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minute, then this r0action is considered excessive. rl 

moderstely increased reaction lies between the two. 

By co.:,bining the patient's sympto;!1S after her ordinary 

exertions nith her reactions to tho foregoing exercise, 

Purdee places all pregnant patients ~ith organic heart 

disease in groups 1-4, and by this rates the decree of 

impairment of heart action. 

Carr in 1938 (12) stated that this procedure 

appears to be very successful in Pardee's hands. 

However, he and Hamilton are of the opinion that the 

pulse rate and respiration are much too variable, even 

in norn:al individuals, to be accurate guides to the 

heart's functional capacity. 

The classification of the American Heart 

Assoc ia ti on is the outcoc.e of Eackenzie' s teaching and 

has certainly influenced the opihions of most modern 

cardiologists. In obstetrical cardiology it has 

met vd th the support of Pardee ( 59) , Zastr,an ( 25) , 

Carr (12), and Stander (76). It is: 

Class I Patients suffering from organic 

heart disease, able to carry on ordinary physical 

activity without discoEfort. 

Class II Patients suffering from organic 

heart disease, unable to carry on ordinary physical 

activity vlithout disconfort. 
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a. Activity slightly limited. 

b. Activity greatly limited. 

Class III Patients suffering from organic 

heart disease showing definite symptons of 

heart failure when at rest. 

This classification shoulc not be confused 

with the one used oy Bramwell (3) and Hamilton (33). 

Like that of the .American Heart Association, it has 

three classes, but the;:1e have an entirely different 

significance - Class I includes cases of severe 

heart disease, Class III "possible heart disease". 

In Stander's (76) series of 436 women during 

493 pregnancies (1932-1937) 50.5% of the cases were 

found to fall in Class I (American Heart Classification), 

37.35~ in Class IIa, 10.4% in Class IIb, and 1.87& in 

Class III. In other words half of the patients belong 

in the mild Class I, whereas the other half falls in 

the potentially or actually dangerous groups. SoDetiE1es 

as a pregnancy advances a patient must be transferred 

from a more to a less favorable class. 

Valuable as such a rr:.ethod of classification may 

be, the prognosis in heart disease and pregnancy is too 

complicated to be entirely determined thereby. I,:any 

factors are important enough to deserve special consider

ation. For the purpose of any comparison the gross 
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death rate must be known and understood. This will 

be e;iven later. 

By totaling the cases revievmd by the following 

men (series of 1,428 cases) the prognostic value of 

classification on a functional basis is definitely 

indicated: Gilchrist ( 30), Pardee ( 59), Lamb ( 44), 

Naish (56), Darchinan and Kornfeld (19), and·Hanley 

and Anderson ( 34). The total death re_te found by 

summarizing this material is 3.4350. There is a death 

rate of less than 0.5% in Groups I and II (A..11erican Heart 

Classification), risine; to 5.337j in Group IIb, and to 

22. 617b in Group III. The various causes of death should 

be considered as well as the time thereof in relation 

to conception and delivery, that it may be known what 

to fear and when to fear it. Age, the anatomical 

lesion of the hes.rt, twin pree:nancy, and hydrarru1ios 

have all been thought to affect the prognosis. 

Bramwell (3) believed that the most inportant 

general considerations as regards prognosis are: 

(1) The presence or absence of heart failure and 

auricular fibrillation, (2) the extent of the structural 

lesions, and ( 3) the temperament ancl economic circTu11-

stances of the patient, that is to say, her vvillingness 

and ability to adapt her mode of life to the limitations 

of her damaged heart. 
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The present materiJ_l indicetes that t:~e progno

sis grows worse with advancing age. This is not surpris

ing - the maternal death rate and tha death rate from 

heart disease inc,·ease with advancing age. Jens en ( 39) 

believed that the proportionate increase in death rate 

from heart disease and pregnancy does not exceed wh~~t 

might be expected among women without heart disease, 

and there i;:; no evidence that pregnancy, as such, has 

incr·eased this death rate. 

Strayhorn (77) in 1935 wrote, "That with 

close cooperation between the internist ':_nd the 

obstetrician the outlook is not as bad as has been 

presented in the past. Neglected, the dangers are just 

as great, and the mortality just as high". 

DeLee in 1935 (21) stated that pregnancy 

exerts but slight harmful influence on rherunatic heart 

disease, bu4 on the other hand, that t:Crnse women do 

develop decompensation and die sooner than other women 

and men with similar cardiac disease. He feared it 

v1i th p1,egnancy, for even though the patient is brought 

through delivery and puerperium alive "the dangers 

which threaten at every step are very disquieting". 

There is some similnrity between the problems 

involved v1hen a p~ctient with heart disease becomes 

pregnant and v1hen one is to undergo a surgical operation. 
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Thore is one important difference, however, in that 

the former condition is to a great extent predictable 

and voluntary. This increases the responsibility of 

the physician for he ~ill be asked whether pregnancy 

should be contm~lated, or after it has occurred 

':'ihether it should continue. The intelligent answer 

to these ·~~uestions will require not only a knowledge 

of diagnosis and prognosis of heart disease, but also 

an insieht into the social and economic life of the 

family involved. (45) Scott and Henderson (70) 

believed that it was at least questionable whether the 

average age of death of' a large group of rheumatic 

heart cases is shortened by pregnancy if the econmn.ic 

position of the patient is considered. 

The first man to consider prognosis fron this 

standpoint was Hamilton (33) who in 1923 wrote that 

in deterrn:·. 1ing whether or not a patient with a damaged 

heart should attempt to go through a pregnancy and labor, 

the physician should first find out whether she is 

equipped mentally, and also financially, to spare her

self as much as necessary. If she is not, the risk 

becori1es ir.WJ.easurably greater. In estir.wting the ability 

of a heart to stand strain, it is important to know how 

much strain it has already been m.&de to stand and how 

successfully it has clone this. 
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If the mother is sufferin[ from active 

rheumatic fever, it is undesirable that she be 

pregnant at that tine. Apart from any ill-effects tha.t 

the pregnancy nay have on the mother, and it is not cer

tain that there are such ill-effects, the child may be 

born with a rheuraatic carditis. Levine (45) has 

reported instances of acquired intra-uterine rheumatic 

heart disease. 

Of first importance is the state of compensa

tion of the circulation. If there is any evidence of 

congestive heart failure or if such failure has once 

been present in the past, Levine believed it best to 

advise that no further pregnancy be undertaken. Even 

when an apparantly satisfactory state of compensation 

can be established by appropriate raedical treatment, 

the risk of recurrent heart failure is too great and 

the life expectancy of the mother is too short to make 

it advisable for such a wo::ian to go through pregnancy. 

If it is unclertaken, a high maternal mortality must be 

e:x:pected. 

'3trayhorn { '7'7) supports t:C~.is opinion in that 

if a patient has ever had cardiac failure she should be 

strongly advised against marriage and certainly agai::1st 

pregnancy. 
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On the other hand if there is no objective 

evidence of heart failura,or dyspnea is either entirely 

absent or only of a slight degree, patients with mitral 

stenosis, aortic stenosis, or aortic insufficiency 

should be permitted to go through preg~1ancy. The 

only exception to this is in the presence of auricular 

fibrillation which will be discussed l~ter. 

There are differences in the advice which 

the physician should give when the question of the 

first or of subsequent pregnancies arises. \!hat has been 

said above concerning ·well-compensated cases of aortic 

or mitral disease applies primarily to those worn.en who 

contemplate their first pregnancy. According to 

Levine, even ·when there is some doubt c;s to the exact 

state of the heart a slight added risk may be hazarded 

for the joy of having a child in contrast to a childless 

life. The situation is not quite the Sffi~e if the 

patient has one or more healthy chilrlren. Realizing 

that ther:~ is always a slightly greater risk a:ciong 

pregnant cardiacs than among normal wo:'1en, no matter 

how apparantly trivial the disease may be, Levine feels 

that if there are already three chilaren, under no 

circunstances should any more pregnancies be undertaken. 

He stated that it is not pertinent to the question to 

recall the instances in which ·women with mitral stenosis 
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have satisfactorily borne eight or ten children. "Vfe 

only see as living patients those who have survived. 

I\Tan-1' of the ether multi para have succumbed and no 

longer are here, leaving their surviving children 

notherless. tt ( L.15) Darchinan and ICornfeld ( 19) found 

"that the fnct that one prer::~nancy does no harm is no 

proof that another vJill not 11 • In fact, they found 

the reverse to be true. 

It must be reneabered that there is a strong 

familial factor in rhem1atic heart disease and that 

with nunerou.s pregnancies there is a great likelihood 

that one or more of the chilG.ren will eventually suffer 

from rheu.."'Tlatic heart disease. According to Levine (45}, 

"If precautions are taken in families with stig,11mta of 

important hereditary nervous disorders like insanity, 

why should not similar considerations be given to this 

disabline form of heart disease?" Furthermore, with 

ntunerous pregnancies among people of humble or modest 

means, the task is not finished with recovery fr01:1 the 

confinement. The rearing of several infants and childrm 

without the aid of nurses and maids may prove to be a 

greater task than the pregnancy itself', and more than 

the disabled heart of the mother can stand. 

According to Danforth (18} the patient should 

be advised so that pregnancy will take place du.ring the 
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early years of r::arried life. Unless some acute episode 

has taken place, the cardiac condition does not &anerally 

improve with advancint; years so that a pregnancy will be 

better borne earlier rather than later. 

All wor!1en with organic heart dise:J_se should 

be cautioned to consult their physician at the first 

suspicion or indication of pregnancy, so that a decision 

raay be ~nade early during the pregnancy. ( 45) 

According to Pardee (60) in 1922 tho problem 

of prognosis is fundamentally difficult, for the physician 

is called on before pregnancy or durin[ the early months 

to say what will be the· reaction of the heart some ~onths 

later to a strain whose severity cannot be truly 

predicted. The latter feature is one of the most vital 

parts of the problem, for there will obviously be a very 

different decree of circulatory strai~ in a labor last

ing 24 hours from a precipitate delivery. 

The conclusion,which is based on modern 

literature, is that prognosis should be governed by the 

functional capacity of the heart rather than structural 

change. J:!'rorn. this <ionception has arisen the clG.c:sifica

tion of the American Heart Association which, to avoid 

the confusion of past years, should be adapted univer

sally, as is gradually occurrinG. Fron the standpoint 
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of prognosis the patient's social and economic 

position should be considered. It is undesirable 

that pregnancy should take place if the patient has 

active rheumatic fever. The consensus of opinion is 

that if a patient has any evidence of congestive failure 

or it has ever been present in the past, pregnancy is 

contraindicated. 
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AUB.ICULAR FIBRILLATION 

According to King {43), Bra.~well (3), Levine 

(45), Niehaus (62), and Jensen (41), auricular fibrilla

tion in the childbearing age almost always occurs in 

association with rhewnatic heart disease. The proportion 

of cases due to hyperthyroidism and other causes is 

quite nigligible. 

King (43), DeGraff and Lingg {20) found that 

the duration of life after the onset of fibrillation is 

usually not over two years. This should influence the 

attitude toward pregnancy for a child born to such a 

patient will surely be left without a mother before it 

is out of childhood. In DeGraff and Lingg' s exrJerience 

auricular fibrillation does not usually come on 

until eighteen years after the onset of valvular 

heart disease, and the average aee of de.::: th is 38 years. 

It is a terminal manifestation appearing late among 

those patients with rheurnatic heart disease who survive 

for a long time. This experience seems also to apply to 

obstetrical cases, for 6 out of Carr and Hamilton's (11) 

14 patients, and 6 out of Robinson's (66) 18 were aged 

35 or more. The average age of Naish's (56) pregnant 

patients with auricular fibrillation was 35 years. 

There are goo•l reasons to~ take a serious view 
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of this condition in obstetrics. It indicates a stage 

in rhew1atic heart disease Y hi ch ;:nust be evaluated much 

in the sruae light 5S the onset of congestive failure, 

i.e., that it marks the beginning of failure. It is 

considered an absolute bar to undertaking or continuing 

pregnancy by CaHpbell ( 10), Har1il ton ( 33), Kellogg ( 41) 

Brarm1ell ( 3), and King ( 43). As early as 1904 Liac

kenzie (48) called auricular fibrillation a contra

indication to pregnancy but it was not again mentioned 

until 1921. 

Jensen (39) related that no such positive 

statement can be made and that the decision should rest 

on consideration of all circumstances. ri.ccordin~s to 

him, if this condition responds to digitalis and if 

effort does not cause excessive tachycardia, it does 

not preclude successful pregnancy, though it does 

render the prognosis less favorable. 

If pregnancy is already present in a 

fibrillating patient when she presents herself, Bram

well (3) believes it should be terminated in the first 

three months. If she doe~ not co::::1e under supervision 

until the pre[",nancy is v1ell advanced, emptying the 

uterus is then a more serious matter. In these cir

cu:nstances the safest course is to vmi t until the 

child is vL~ble, and then terrninate the pregnancy either 
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by Caesarian section or by induction of labor. If heart 

f&ilure has set in and is attributable to auricular 

fibrillation, confinenent t.o bed ar1d troat:.:;.ent r,yith 

di~italis is indicated. 

King (43) stated that socetimes a patient 

should be carried through the prer,nancy if (1) tt.e 

desire for a child is great, (2) the parents are fully 

aware of the risk involved, and (3) if the cardiac 

reserve seems good and (4) if the ventriculur rute can 

be controlled with digitalis. 

In Dra~,iwell' s ( 3) series of 16 cases, he had 

a death rate of 6 or 38%, and of Carr and Hrunilton's (11) 

14 patients 6 or 4~; died before or durinc delivery. 

These two series (30 patients) were taken from a total 

of 800 rheuri.atic heart cases, thus indicatine; the rela

tive infre~uency of this condition. DeGraff and Lingg 

( 30) follorJBd 190 ca:3es o:;:" ::;.uricul'::i.r fibrillation to the 

end and founci. that oily three survived respectively for 

10, 11, and 12 years following delivery. 

Auriculcr fibrillation has a clouble sic:nifi

cance. It may be evidence of severe damage to the l'leart 

muscle anci for t: at re.:c~son it D.clds to the seriousn:;ss of 

the prognosis. Secorid, uncontrolled auricul:3T :'..'ibrilla

tion inpairs th,3 circulation throuc;h inefficiont und 

'JJasteful action of the heurt. Bot~~ of these aspects 
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should be considered in the management of pregnant 

patients.(39) 

In conclusion, auricular fibrillation is a 

contra-indication to pregnancy. If pregnancy has already 

occurred when first seen, it should probably be ter

minated. 
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CU!. .TLIC.clr_rro:: s 0:':<' BJ-"SU: .i/I1IC lG_,H'I' DISK-:.·-~~ E' PH.:.:m:·::l\.=~c:r: 
STr.Tr:::TIC~: OF H.;~SUl}I'E G l.01-1.'l'_.:J~I'TY 

no better impreE;sion of the L:1po1'tance of 

rhell2:iatic heart cUse se in pregnancy cm1 te ir,ecJ_ than 

by studyL1f; the part it y.;lays in l·.aternal c0ortali ty. 

It is one of the nost L~ortant causes of death in 

connection "«,iith childbearing, possibly the nost inrnor-

tant cause of ~eath in labor. (84) The ~ortality rKte 

as recorCe~ in the liter~ture has shov1n a steady decline 

froE the first data written approxiuately 60 years ago 

until the present time • 

. Ari.eus _ ~acdonald ( 46) in 1378 reported a :::-,1or-

to.lity of 64.L.2.:';; in his snall serios of c:J.ses. 'l:'hese 

f'ic;ures YJere conied for about 20 years until .Tilson ( 89) 

in 1899 stated th~t 40% of parturient wo~un suffering 

fror:::c heart clise'tse succunbec:L frou the co:ci}:'lication.s of 

labor. Of Eicks and French's (27) series o~ 300 cases 

of mitral disease reported in 1907, there was u reortality 

collect d and reported 

by f;reed (5) in the cc;ar;ie year - 125). :Jetween 1£07 and 

the present ti~e, cost statistics varied frrnn 8% to 10%. 

This has now been reduced to about 2~; to 3>;, acco:cdin[ 

to Gulick (32) and Ean~ilton (33), v1hieh at rn·esent seems 

to be an irreducible minimum. This is ten tines th<:«t ofpreg.aa."'1t 
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and lin~t;'s (20) 712te1'ic..l it see~;s T.Jrobable t~::.-.t it is 

i.;l~ile th:.~t for I-'l'ecnant 'io.·.·,_en cove1·s a f;[10:.-·ter per ice';., 

they consider it probable thut the r ,ath rate in 

rlrecnancy nearly equals ;;1hr:et y10ulrt be e:x:pectoc1 a::coric a 

si~ilar croup of cardiac patients who nere not pregnant. 

But the fact that t~e two death r~tes are of the sw~e 

or(1er of r:agni tude does not i'llean that they have exactly 

the same s i;c;nif'j_cance, for, even ap,::i.rt fr or· pregnancy, 

the two croups of patients would not be strictly co~-

parable. It hns often been observed that a cardiac 

patient does not usually conceive after the onset of 

co1~costi ve failure. The period qf failur·e often extends 

over several years. It is therefore probe.ble tl:at apart 

fror" the pregnancy those Vio:1en v;ho bec011e pregnant are 

s0Lev1hat healthier than those i:Jho do not. (39) 

King ( 43) and 1rurino ( 80) record statistically 

that rheur'1atic heart disease is ainong the first four or 

five important causes of maternal death, and probably 

accounts for about ?% of all fs.tali tiz:";s. Stancer ( ?6) 

placed it fourth, vvi th only henorrhage, infections, and 

pneumonia producing :·.1ore maternal deeths. East::;i.an ( 25) 
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believed that only toxerr1ia an<l ::::;epsis clail1 i-1ore lives 

durir~r prernanc:y· 0.nc: puerperiuin. 

Representative figures of the incidence of 

deaths of· rl'_eunatic cardie.c patients hs.ve been given. 

Jhg_t Clre the r10st :f'req_uent complications v1hich cause 

these de:ths? 

By far the gre:::,test nunber G.ie frorrt congestive 

failure, which develops in about 20% of cases. Carr 

and Hmailton report 19.2).; (36); and, acco::·dj_ne to Jensen, 

( 39) , Fronr::e - 21. Ll.::/o. 

Accordine to DeGraff and Lingg (30), King (43) 

and Hamilton's (33) series, congestive failure in 

rheumatic heart disease is the cause of death in 605i 

to 70% of the cases. :lhile this is responsible for most 

of the deaths, the majority of' cardiac patients ';Jho 

develop heart failure during precna~cy recover co~~ensa

tion. 

::atic;ue should probably head the list of factors 

predisposing to congeE1ti ve failure. :King ( L.c3) and 

.Sas ly ( 23) found that ·mny wor :en in tt.i::: grou;) had been 

advised to \1alk or exercise in sof'.le nann.er to keep up 

r•ruscle tone, when they should have been restricting 

their activities to a minimw:n. .Another impo1·tant :·actor 

in precipitating failure is an inte1'cur-rent infection 

which usually means an infection of the respiratory tract. 
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In any of· these pc.tients a sL.1ple "cold" or sore throat 

shoul~ be taken seriously and the patier~ put to bed 

. '. t 1 lffUD.8Ul·?~ e ~!. J.-> factor of perhaps lesser in1portance in 

favoring congestive failure is a gain in weight. This 

can usually be controlled by diet, as it puts an added 

load on the heart. Anemia :'.1ay be anot 0 er infreq_uei:1.t 

cause.(33) 

It is the impression of severc:l authors th1c.t 

the earlier congestive failure occurs the worse the 

prognosis, and that congestive failure advances faster 

in pregnant vJomen. ( 39) In the series of cases presented 

by Jaschl<::e (36), Carr and B:amilton (11), >~eares (54) and 

Naish, I.~cllroy, and RenJ.el ( 56) it appears th.,t congestive 

failure occurs most often during pregnancy, but that 

many of thase patients deliver preaciturely. Corcparati vely 

few cases be cone decorqiens:~ ted during labor, and 

decompensation appearing in the puerperium. is the excep-

tion. This experience vrnuld justify Jaschke ( 36) and 

Henderson's ( ?O) stater:ient that absence of decor1pensation 

during pregnancy is generally a sign that the heart has 

strene;th enough for labor. But pregnancy lasts r:iany 

months while labor rarely lasts more than a day. If this 

is calcul;~~ted, not per pht1.se of gestation but per unit 

tL,~e, it is distinctly increased during labor; an6_ it is 

still lowe2:t in the puerperium. Naish ( 56) and 
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Fitzgerald (26) found that where he2rt failure does 

occur follm·:ing delive::..,y in patients who have not had 

it before, soE1e additional serious cor:tplication is back 

of the failure - pulmonary emboli and pneurn.onia have 

been f 01.mG to be the exciting factors in a few cases. 

Undoubtedly labor carries a real danger_· of congestive 

failure to the cardiac patient. (36) 

A l~rge nm~er of the reL~in~er of deaths 

(about 30~b) are due to pulmonary causes, F~ainly pulmonary 

edema. Pulmonary edema often occurs co:rnplicating con

gestive failure, as shown in a reported study of 135 

cases in which it occurred alone in one-third and as a 

cor:1plication of congest_ive fc:,ilure in two-thirds of 

the cases. 

Pulmonary edena is particularly prevalent dur

ing labor and during the first 24 hours ufter delivery. 

It is due to a forEation of a vicious circle involving 

pulmonary congestion o.nd re:Jspiratory stimulation result

ing in inc~·eased ventiLation. It usually occurs in mitral 

stenosis as a result of this lesion obstructing the blood 

comi t, fr mi the lungs. It rn.ay be due to exhaustion of 

the left ventricle from t~e strain of labor. For soo1e 

poorly ciei'ined reason, it seems to be nore freq_uent 

among young wonen anc1 in primiparae. ( 43) 
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Thorne (79) in 1918 reviewed an article by 

Sir Ja11ies I.Iackenzie, and reported hin~ to hc-1ve described 

the signs of heart failure as a sensation of insuff i

ciency on the part of the patient, dropsy, breathlessness, 

eder".a of the lungs } nd persistent increase of heart rate. 

Thorne pointed out the necessity of dia~nosinc it in its 

earlier stages that treatment may be effective. Eowever, 

also in 1918, Sir Ja1nes Liackenzie (49) m&de the.; sar;1e 

critic ism of other authors; and rel~:.ted th«~t tl:e 

earliest signs of heart failure are persistent rales 8t 

the lung bases. Thorne maintained that the first sign 

of cardiac failure is cardiac dilatation, which can be 

diagnosed by the extension of the area of cardiac 

dullness on the right. At any rate, the typical picture 

has chaneo;ed v-Ji th the years, as is shovm by Earnil ton's 

statement (33): "Congestive failure no longer ueans the 

patient described by Macdonald, but an alr;1ost sub clinical 

condition diE:covered by the examining physician." 

Levine in ~936 does not attempt to give one 

sie:·n as the earliest evidence of weakening of the cir

culation. (45) he described it as a slight increase in 

the dyspnea, a slight nonprod:t-ictive cough, and the 

presence of a few rales at the bases of the lung. Inas

much as sorne subjective dyspnea may have been present 

before the pregnancy oecurred and nany y;ornen without 
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heart disease may CO'liTJlain of sli0'_'ht dyspnea during 

preenancy, it is no simple matter to appraise this 

sy:mptOE.i. Levine o.ncl J:a:nil tor:_ ( 33) use the vital capacity 

of the lungs as an index of 111easurer::.ent. They found that 

when a case is proBressing favorably, the vital capacity 

will reElain essentially unchanged throue:hout pregnancy; 

and that even at the eighth month when tho abdonen is 

markedly distended by the enlarged uterus, it does not 

impede the F:.over:1entc. of the cliar;hragm suff :Lciently to 

lower the vital capacity. They reg·arded pitting eden.a of 

the lees as not trustworthy because many ·wor:-1en manifest 

this as a result of pressure of the uterus on the 

pelvic veins. 

The conclusions nay be listed s_s follows: 

1. The present death rate of pregnant patients with 

rheLL'l'lJ.atic heart disease is ten tines that of wonen 

with normal hearts. 

2. It is probsbly amo:c.g the first 4 or 5 causes 

of maternal mortality. 

3. Congestive failure develops in approximately 

20% of cases ~nd is the cause of death in 60~ to 

70% of the cases. 

4. Pulmonary edema accounts for the ri.aj ori ty of 

the remainder of deaths (about 30%). 
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5. The complications of heart disease should 

be diagnosed early in their appearance that prompt 

treatment may be instituted. 
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Vf.ANAGEI.JEHT OF PRSGN10TCY bND DELIV.:£RY 

~ .. :Ianagement During Pregnancy 

The fundamental treatment of heart disease 

in pregnancy is rest. This was mentioned in the 

earliest literature to be found on the subject. Its 

importance was stressed by Malherbe in 1867 (50), 

Macdonald in 18?? (46), Hart (35) and Fry (28) in 

1888, Sears in 1894 {?l), w·essinger in 1896 (83), 

and Wilson in 1899 (89). The general consensus of 

opinion of men in the last part of the 19th century 

was, as ·Wilson pointed out, that the patient should lie 

down an hour each day if the cardiac disturbance is 

slight, and the greate~:' part of the day in advanced 

cases. He also indicated, which supports the opinions 

of Daly and Strouse ( 15) and }~adkenzie ( 49) of today, 

that mild cases are benefited b:· a certain amount of 

regular exercise in the form of walking on the level. 

"Any distress, hmvever is an indication that effort 

must cease." (17) 

Likewise in 1938 Bramwell wrote that rest is 

prescribed, not because a patient has heart disease, but 

because she has signs of heart failure. In the absence 

of heart failure, exercise in moderation is beneficial, 

it aids the venous return to the heart - "the heart, 
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like other muscles, needs to be kept in training". 

Inactivity in patients with heart disease has a detri

mental effect on the circulation.(4) 

The two most important precautions in 

preventing heart failure are the avoidance of over

exertion and special care in the event of even apparently 

trivial intercurrent infections.(48) "The keynote of 

preventing heart failure is adequate ante-natal super

vision." (11) 

Patients must, of course, avoid conditions 

which throw a strain upon the heart - as, for example, 

mental worry, straining at stool, and digestive 

troubles. ( 48) 

Br am .vell and Longs on, whose opinions are in 

accord vJith all modern authors on this subject, feel 

that exercise in the presence of heart failure would 

be causing a badly daffiaged heart to increase its output, 

which is "like whip-~-,ing a tired horse". To reduce 

metabolism, until the requirements of the tissues no 

lone;er exceed the cardiac reserve, is often vvi thin the 

power of the physician - thus the "heart's liabilities 

are diminished and it is enabled to balance its budget." 

By rest the heart muscle is given a chance to recuper

ate. (4) 
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During the latter part of pregnancy, special 

attention should be paid to dyspnea, tachycardia, 

engorgement of the veins of the neck, ~nlarge~ent of 

the liver, persistent moist sounds at the lung bases, 

and edema. If these are recognized early a few days 

in the hospital or at home will generally suffice to 

restore the normal balance.(3) Fitzgerald (26) 

believed that anything which gave evidence of nyocardial 

distress was sufficient to call for hospitalization. 

During the time it is necessary for a patient 

to be in bed, Liackenzie ( 43) stressed the importance of 

having the patient sit up or lie propped up, because 

lying down tends to ham.per the circulation in the bases 

of the lungs by r:3straining the movements of the ribs. 

At times during the day she should be made to breathe 

deeply, in order to assist the right heart in expediting 

the flow through the lungs. 

Besides rest, ·which is the most important 

therapeutic measure, dieitalis should be instituted 

according to the physical findings. It is n~t always 

necessary in the milder forms of the disease when the 

pulse remains regul2r "lnd slow. (32) There is a 

difference of opinion as to when it should be used, and 

most cardiologists have advised against it except in 

decompensation. ::Jigitalis is a powerful poison and its 
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routine use over a long period of ti~e may possibly 

result in myocardial daI'.lage. ( 39) r.:ackenzie, hov1ever, 

reconmended that it be given a trial if the heart rate 

is accelerated. 

In the decompensated heart, di0italis therapy 

s· ould be promptly instituted. The dose should be 

effective and, according to Jensen (39), 0.3 gram of 

the powdered leaf three times is not too much for 

the first day. Mackenzie ( 48) recormr~ended 15 drops four 

times a day. Later, dosage should be determined by the 

progress of the case. After compensation is restored, 

a maintenance dose should probably be continued until 

delivery.(15) 

The presence or onset of auricular fibrillation 

should be treated as if falling into a more severe class 

than that to which she has been assigned accordine to 

her functional capncity.(32) It is in this condition 

that the good effects of digitalis are obtained. Here 

digitalis slows the heart and the individual beats becone 

strong and effective. The circulation is thus at once 

greatly improved. ~.-!hen the heart responds to digitalis 

and the rate falls to 70 or 90, the drug should be sus

pended, and only resurned when the rate begins to increase. 

The quantity sufficient to keep the rate about 70 should 

be determined by giving and withholding the cirug during 
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a period of a few weeks. There is quite general agree

.,ent th2.t then the patient shoulcl continue for the rest 

of her life to take the quantity which keeps her heart 

beating at a normal rate. (48) 

:F'latulence i~ often a distressing symptom in 

pregnant cardiac patients. It can best be avoided by 

taking meals in a dry state so as to co~:1pel thorough 

mastication. :.;eals should be small in q_uo.nti ty and 

frequent. ( 48) Acco1·ding to Corwin and Herrick ( 14) 

the coupensated heart case requires no special dietary 

regul;::;.tions durine; pregnancy. Obviously, the stomach 

should never be overloaded. ~ith regard to the diet in 

cardiac failure, Smith, Gibson and Ross (72) emphasized 

the necessity that it provide sufficient energy. They 

reco~nended 2100 calories, consisting of 44 grans of 

protein, 110 grans of fat, and 222 grams of' carbohydrates. 

The fluid intake should be limited to 1500 cc. and the 

salt reduced to a minimum. They er:lployed this diet in 

the treatment of 50 patients in whon t'1ey maintained that 

it alone effects an elimination of the excess fluids 

with an associated improvement in the general condition. 

In 1907, Hicks and French (27) advanced the 

popular aphorism that the treatment of a case of preg

nancy complicated b: heart disease is the treatment of 

the heart disease. Breed agreed with then but added 
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that the patient should also be relieved of the str~in 

produced on the heart by the pregnancy b~' the induction 

of abortion in some cases, or by the induction af premature 

labor in others.(5) 

Premature Interruption of PregnancY: 

Jensen (39) gives an extensive review which 

includes 300 references in the li~erature with regard 

to the prern.ature interruption of pregnancy for heart 

disease. The first material was written in 1827, at 

which time and for many years thereafter the interrup

tion of pregnancy was strongly op:::osed. This opinion 

stood until Leyden of Berlin in 1893 pointed out that 

the bad results in the past had been due to the manner 

in which the method had been enployed and not to the 

procedure its elf. He suggestec1 that the pregnancy be 

interrupted before the patient vJas moribund - as soon 

as it was certain that heart failure would not yield 

to medical treatment. This preocedure slowly gained 

acceptance. 

By 1899 Rosenberger and ~,Jes singer ( 83) were 

of the opinion that induction of preaature labor should 

be carried out in serious heart disease, because each 

week that the patient continues in the pregnant state 

places her life in greater jeopardy. "If then the case 
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ends fatally, you can console yourself with the belief 

that the won2.an succumbed not through but· in spite of 

prema.ture labor.'' 

There followed in the first part of the 20th 

century (up to about 1917) what is nov1 believed to be 

a too free use of the procedure. Kellogg's em1;hatic 

statements in 1917 (40) were of a more conservative 

nature. He believed that "there.was never a case of 

valvular disease of the heart and pregnancy whose cir-

culatory efficiency was not improved by rest and 

medical treatment, unless moribund. But that there comes 

a time in the treatment of every case of decompensated 

heart disease when the circulatory efficiency'has been 

raised to a point where it is either fit to continue 
~ 

pregnancy or where the patient must be forthwith deliveed, 

because she is now at her high point as an operative 

risk." 

In a general i:;ay, Hamilton (33), Pardee (60), 

and Herrik's (14) writings show that they follow 

Kellogg and his more conservative conclusions. Herrick 

in 1927 wrote that medical measures should always be 

tried in a decoopensated patient. If compensation 

cannot thus be restored a grave situation is present 

for ''without delivery, the patient may die; with for-

cible delivery she will alrwst surely perish. In this 
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nedical inpasse, it is usually best to trust nature 

more, and urt less." 

King sta. ted that v1i th our irJproved understanding 

of the problan and increased intelligence on the part 

of the public, physicians will be called upon to face 

this probler:i less frequently in the futw.'e "for either 

a woman should not undertake prei;nancy or she should be 

capable of carryine it through".(43) 

At the present time the indications for pre

mature inte c-ruption of pregnancy in heart disea;se seem 

well established. They were best expressed by Pardee (61) 

at the meeting of the American Ledical Association in 

Cincinnati in 1934. A brief summary of this will be 

given. The cLrnsific::.:i.tion used is that of' the .i\merican 

Heart Association. ( 1) Class IIB, which is not improved 

by treatment in a patient ~uring the 5th, 6th and 7th 

months of pregnancy is an indication for therapeutic 

abortion. Exceptions to this may be made for s01:1e 

patients on the grounds of their mental reactions, will

ingness to cooperate, and economic circurnstancas. 

(2) Class II B, \Nhich is not improved by tr;:;atrrient in a 

patient ~uring the first 3 months of pregnancy is an 

even more imperative indic:::,tion :::~or abortion. This 

patient faces the possibility of more marked cardiac 

insufficiency lB.ter in pregnancy if allmved to continue. 
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(3) Class III must be treated JLeJ.ically before the sub

sequent procedure is decided on. (4) Patients having 

auricular fibrillation must be considered e:;.s running 

a greater risk than others in the same functional class. 

Management of Delivery 

The literature abounds with advice on how to 

conduct labor in cardiac patients. T1uch of it is based 

on theoretical premises. Nothing would be gained by an 

historical review of such nanagement in that practically 

every method used today was also used as early as 

material ',"Jas written on the subject. So2e measures have 

been devised ·which help the :physician in troublesome 

situations. 

As lone ES there is no evi~ence of cardiac 

embarrassr::cmt, there is no reason to _ 'Odify routine 

procedures of labor, exce9t that the pati0nt should be 

supervise& with more than usual care. (18) 

Stander in 1938 (76) divided the t~pes of 

delivery of cardiac patieEts into s1')0:1tarwous and oper

ative. Operative deliveries include forceps delivery, 

therapeutic abortions, Caesarian section, and Caesarian 

SGction with Eterilization. In his series of 493 de

liveries he found that spontaneous deli very occu:;:-red in 

76.37; of Class I; 66.45,~ of Class II A; 45.75~ of Class II B; 
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and 0% of Class III. Operative dGliveries were 4.7%, 

21.6::;, 51.4~~' and 1005; in the r:;spective cl<~sses. This 

shows q_uite v10ll the relative frequency of t:~e ie;e11 c:l,al 

type of cielivary in use toda:, but he realizeo_ "that 

the decision as to type of delivery, as well as to 

sterilization, Tests on CTany factor::; anc~ is an i:ndi vi dual 

raatter in each patient". 

It has been corilllonly observed that labor 

frequently sets in as early us the 7th nonth in cardiac 

patients (48), so that the birth is eccomplished with 

little stress on the heart. There is no convincing 

evidence that the duration of labor is affectecl. by the 

presence of heart disease, but the statement ttnt it 

is shortened seer:;.s to be x:;.ore frequently found. 

L'.eares ( 5L.i:) sugc;e :::ted that in ccngest i ve failure the 

short labors may be ,_Lue to the soft e:~nd cone;ested 

state of the cervix nd vagina. Turino (80) and 

Darchinan and Kornfeld (19) found ant recor~ed their 

series of cases in ·which labor v;as sonewhat prolonged. 

The relie~ afforded to orthopneic p2tients 

by the senirecunbent position resulted :many years ago 

in the sue~estion that all cardiac patients should be 

placed in an uprisht position during labor. ~~ssinger 

and Rosenberger (83) advised this in 1899 "in orQer to 

give the heart the ,c::restest ro:::isible wor:_dlli-2 s:pace". 
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'I'hat it be assu:.~ed at the first ~iicn of' cardL:~c; e ~barrass-

Lent, especially dyspnea, has been acain stressed in 

recont years.(25) 

The:·e a~)pears to be no C.isacree:~1eilt that ra:;iid 

digi talizc.t ti on shoi le~ be effected ' .. 'hen ceTdi.:'. c sy~ 'pto1::s 

arise turinr labor. The druc should be ·ven intra-

1~uscularly for rapid action.(43) Accordinc to Carr (12) 

of o;cyr,en all seerl 1)r .. per, but th, t t.he7 c.re only too 

often nine!'fective f;8Stures''. Jensen (39) urgecl tl:;..·c;t, 

due to the effect of ~orphine on fetal r3spiration, 

it shoulrl be (ela~.'ed until just before c-;,e1iv·2ry; v1hile 

~ackenzie (49) advised its liberal use during labor. 

1:ackenzie foun~ that some patients struggled and moved 

about so actively while uncler the :1.nf~i11ur:c:c of barbiturates 

that they undoubtedly placc:;d a c:reat Leal of strain on 

the heart. In thei~e :patients "amnesia is of less in,por

tance than tbe diGinution of physical ant nervous strainn. 

Since 1900 tbe use of Caesurean section has 

been greatly developed. If perforB0d before labor is far 

advanced, it is the safeE:t way of' J·elievi:::if an embarrassed 

heart of the strain o:e· labor. IT ths ca::·c~ie::.c. s:.'=r~to:~s 

&ra pro[rcssin[, forceps delivery is i~(j.c&ted late in 

labor, Caesarian section early. ~s st~te( t~ D&nfo~th (18) 

Caesarian section shoul( net be a fre~uent ~ethod of 
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deli '1817 in heart ca~: es. ~Tor vrn; on '.Jho::::e hoo.rts are 

1.1ell co-c::::-i0ns~~teC. it is net necsss: 2-""'Y, 

-;.·hose c:.:~r-clicc :!:'unction is le'.:.'.S th:1n. norr1al it is often 

um1ise a:id "we re no-:! trying to avoid Caesc~.risn sections 

·· t t cc:. I"" -~o-, 0 •· .i--.l-0 i a· c -~-, -- . so"· s alone 111v.;' ..,-t ha c 1, een " 1 1·rmi· sec~ ct \:! Ll .L .i v C\. ._ __ .1. t'; c~ l '. -- •\>-U .L l . ,, _ ,, .. L.- ·-- .l 

that convalescel1Ce after section. is often krclcr upon the 

Tiatient than labor Dould have been. The distention 2nd 
~ ' 

vomitinc uhich is so often a part of tho recovery from 

this operation i1ial:es heavy deina~'Lcls upon the physical 

stre~1e-:th of the patient. c 

~:eares ( 54) stated th~tt ~nedicinal iriduction 

owing to the distress it ~ould cause the patient and its 

likelihood of being unsuccessful, is co:::trair:dieated in 

conr;estive failure. t=oreover, : eares believed th::lt inc-:1.uc-

tion of l&bor bv bougies or any other nethoC involving 

an anesthetic is inadvisable; and accor~inf to him Lennie 

found that the maternal aeath rate after such interference 

h • h 4'-Cl was as ig as '-.:..,,. Induction of labor by rupture of 

menbranes does not expose tl;e nctient to the sane risks, 

if obste:~trical co1;..,i tio~:,_s a1·e nor~ cr.=i.l. 

The t:::us.tT~ent toc~ay of that lW:1t ,~ra.Lcatic event 

duririe; lab or - pulmonary edffr:~a - is the sane ::. s it y1as 

~nany years ago. Venesectio-.1 ~,w-l :10r1,J1i11c ''3 ,,__ 11 .HC -r,~-

'-::,:1_·-;-, -j,., i1·.:i··~ (35' and accn1v~i·nr· to hi::.:.., by .L ... ..,_, .... - - - .~ _, J ' ' v ..... \..). -· ,_, 

Hamsbothan in 1854, and althouch it i'cll into disuse for 
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several years, its value is acain recocnized.(45) It 

is clefini tely indicat:-:;d. in e; 1b·1rras2· ~eEt of tl'.8 ric;ht 

up to the preso~1t ti 1e to relieve t'. ~ ~· e.0~rt by peri~'.)heral 

vasodilatation. :·orphine should be ~ive~ in full dooes 

il1 puL:oneTy ede:la. Eecausr3 of i t.'c depress in(: eJ'fect 

upon the res~iratory center, it helps to brea~ the 

vi ciom:J cirul·e !;et'.1csn overact ion o:' t.h. t cer:tsr c:u1d 

the pulLlonGry co~cestion. Jen2e::1 ( CZ.O ) G ·~ d yl• 11 c·' ( ,l!_rz). ) 
~ v .. _ ... lJ. ......... ...-t.-' ...... it. 

also recor~rrencecl cli,r;i tr:::.lis, tut ~1an.y autLc1~s have argued 

that such 1mlr:1o:c-Lary ede~;18. results j~ror1 left au1'iculc~r 

failure, and th~t dicitalis ~ay do haTin by strenctheninc 

the left ventricle nore tha.r:. the auricle s.:1C'. thus 

increase the pul~~nary con[estion. 

Sterilization is inGicnted in heart {isease 

~:,:hen a Y101.1an has hac~ as ~~:.any chil;;ren :: s ::.~be ean phys ieally 

I:mn.,ge. :Cur1cla:1ieLtally, it cJerJer:c~s on the stage o~~ tho 

heart lesion. Caessrian section an( sterilization tas 

cardioloci:::ts. __,~,rly i.:1 the cour2e o,~ rheu:~atic l:,3art 

r:i.1· :::>,,,_,,,,,,.,"' ( 1~1,_,.c.:.c.: I "'·11u" .~.oss1·b1-,1- ·c1a.c.:s II ,',) t'-1~ (' · ·"-- b"" u - ·-,'.- v v ~-- '-'- 1" v - n L.LC:> LCd.J v 

-,,~ay be advisable ·, i tl' the first in~egnaEcy. 'rhere is 

ce:neral agreeLent that the desirabili t::,r of' sterilization 
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shoulc not i.1a:c-re,nt ac1clinc a ,J_i tional risl:. Em.1ever, 

v.1i tt rna1~tod rc:striction (Class III), if' circurnstances 

are such that the i:irecnancy is continued., and abdor.inal 

section is chosen as the preferable illethod of delivery, 

ste~ilization then seems ve~y desirable. For 

11:_~tient who i;iust l:ave her precnancy termirwted in the 

first trimester, sterilization should not be accoruplished 

until a later date vrhen her condition permits and v1hen 

the uortality is lower. It has been sufgested that 

in clcsses II B and III it woul~ be oore fe~sible to 

sterilize the r:1ale, than subject his rr.ate to furt~~~er 

hazard.(57) 

Turino (80) advised tha.t any patient v1ho is 

subjected to Caesarian section for cardiac reasons should 

be sterilized with the one exception - patients with 

active rheun:.atic fever, v;hose pregnancies are inte1~rupted 

because of the active infection. TheEe patients may 

be able to bear children safely at a subsequent tine. 

A i'Iord should be saic about the choice of 

an0st~esia for delivery. There is eeneral agreement that 

compensated rheur:iatic valvular disease of the heart 

does not alter the choice of the anesthesia, and at the 

present this choice seems to vary with individual 

preference and custom. The death rate from operations 

on patients with conmensated rheu..inatic heart disease 
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is similar to the generE:Cl surgical death rate.(39) 

·"- few def'ini te contraindications that the 

majority of authorities have observed were c7iven by 

Bramwell. (3) 'Jhen local anesthesia is used, adrenalin 

should not be conbineci with novacaine as its effect on 

the circulation is undesirable. Spinal anesthesia 

has few advocates for use in the delivery of rheumatic 

heart patients, its chief drawb&ck being the lovJering 

of the blood pressure which results from vasodilation 

of the anesthetized segments. King and Herrman (43) 

considered that in the presence of pulmonary congestion, 

ether predisposes to pulmonary edema. 

"The delivery of patients with heart disease 

is expressed in the judgment and skill that has been 

displayed in prenatal managen1ent, long before the serious 

crises at delivery has arisen."(12) 

Conclusion 

As to the management of pregnancy and delivery 

of rheumatic heart cases, a few quite definite conclu

sions may be made. 

1. Close observation of these patients is 

necessary, with constant vigilence for the first 

signs of decompensation, and special care in the 

event of any infection. 
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2. In the absence of heart failure, exercise 

in moderation is beneficial. 

3. The treatment of heart failure is rest, 

digitalis, and dietary r:lanagement. 

4. The indication for interruption of preg

nancy is heart failure which does net respond 

to treatment. 

5. There is no convincing evidence that the 

duration of labor is affected by the presence 

of heart disease. 

6. Progressing cardiac symptoms indicate 

forceps delivery late in labor, Caesarian sec

tion, early. 

?. Sterilization is indicated in heart 

disease when the patient has had as many children 

as she can physically manage. This may be done 

at the time of Caesarian section, though the 

desirability of sterilization shoulQ not be an 

indication for 8ection. 

8. Choice of anesthesia for the cardiac 

patient probably depends upon the type with 

which the person administering it is thoroughly 

familiar. 

* * * * * * * 
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